ABSTRACT Electroencephalography (EEG) signal-based biometric authentication systems have received remarkable attention as a potential candidate to replace or complement conventional recognition systems in various applications, such as healthcare, neuro-gaming platform, and military industries. Although several resting EEG-based biometrics have been proposed, the feasibility of the system based on local functional networks (FNs) considering the structural brain characteristics has not been explored yet. In this paper, we provide the resting state EEG-based biometric framework exploiting concatenation of quadrantal FNs, indeed, we evaluate the proposed approach using the public dataset in three different resting conditions; eye-open, eye-closed, and waiting states. Notably, the proposed scheme achieves a more robust and better performance compared to the conventional global FN paradigm. We provide the visualization applying the t-SNE technique to comprehend the effects of the proposed approach, furthermore, we represent the potentials of the augmented FN method complementarily combining both global FN and local FNs. Our findings imply the viability of concatenating regional FNs for resting the EEG-based biometrics in the verification problem, hence we suggest the proposed schemes for improving biometric systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Biometric systems which identify individuals based on unique behavioral and/or physical traits have been recognized as key technologies for security of various applications such as financial institutions, consumer electronics, and healthcare. Intensive works have been studied to date, especially, the biometric system based on the behavioral features (e.g., gait, voice, and handwriting) as well as anatomical traits (e.g., fingerprint, iris, vein and face) [1] - [4] . The existing methods, however, are known to be vulnerable to falsification or fabrication due to their inherent nature that is visible from the outside. Thus, recently, the need for alternative biometric methods to replace or supplement the existing systems has grown. Specifically, exploiting electro-physiological brainwaves has received considerable attention as a promising candidate [5] - [8] .
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The biometric authentication based on electroencephalogram (EEG) provides attractive advantages in that the brain signal acquisition is prohibited by external observers, hence, the biometrics exploiting intrinsic EEG signals is robust to forgery and spoofing attacks. The brainwaves, in addition, are unrestrictedly observed in every living and functional individuals. Moreover, evidence reporting both a low intra-subject variability and a high inter-individual variability of the EEG signals [9] , [10] as well as investigation of stable EEG signals across time [11] have prompted related studies. With appealing properties of security, universality, uniqueness and permanence, high adoptions of the brainwave-based biometrics in healthcare, neuro-game, and military industries are expected.
Various operating paradigms have been proposed, for instances, to utilize the event-related potentials [12] - [17] or mental imagery related signals [18] - [20] . Resting state EEG signal, however, provides the most user-friendly interface since it does not require additional stimulator (visual or auditory), and does not request any instructions to users. Lots of resting state EEG-based biometric studies have been proposed [21] - [25] , especially, various functional network (FN) based approaches have been investigated [22] , [23] , [26] . The brain which constitutes of several subregions is reckoned as a complex system. As interpreting the each EEG electrode location as the node, the network topology quantifying links connecting the electrodes reveals specific EEG connectivity patterns. The FN provides physiological information as numerically quantifying the functionally coupled brain areas using network topology. The global FN measures incorporating graph metrics over entire brain areas facilitate the interpretation of the intrinsic brain organization.
The global FN based biometric system has recently been proposed [23] . It has extended the study that the resting state networks hold different information between subjects [9] , successfully applied a centrality measure quantifying the network topology to design the biometric system. Furthermore, Fraschini et al. [23] reported that the global FN based on the γ band EEG signals provides most accurate features to identify the individuals.
The potential feasibility of local FN as the unique biometric feature, however, has not been investigated yet. We were motivated and obtained insights from the report that the functional connectivity over the entire brain is affected by the locally activated visual cortex in the occipital region [27] . Due to the relationship between locally activated brain regions and global FN, we assume that the conventional approach utilizing global FN has limitations prone to be influenced by partial noise or partly abnormal EEG signals. Furthermore, we noted the hemispheric lateralization of the functional connectivity associated with age, gender, and personality traits [28] . As we consider aforementioned reports, we design an approach based on the multiple local FNs of the brain sub-regions that structurally separated. We hypothesize that the concatenation of local FNs composed by EEG signals from the sub-regions would serve the unique feature.
In this paper, we aim to confirm the viability of concatenating multiple local FNs compared to the conventional global FN approach to identify individuals. We present a framework for resting state EEG-based biometric authentication system exploiting quadrantal FN approaches. We demonstrate the proposed system for evaluation in verification and identification scenarios using the public dataset. Specifically, we conducted the simulation using resting state EEG signals in three different conditions: eye-open (EO), eye-closed (EC) and waiting (W) states. In the presented work we have emphasized both the method and the validation aspects. In particular:
• We provide the method concatenating local FNs as the unique feature for biometrics;
• We evaluated the performance of the proposed framework using the public dataset with three different resting state conditions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the proposed local FNs based approach by extending and generalizing the conventional global FN based method. Section III presents the experimental environments utilizing public dataset to evaluate proposed methods in three different resting states with respect to verification and personal identification, and the results of off-line analysis are described in Section IV. Section V presents the discussion including interpretation of the results and future research directions, finally, Sections VI concludes the paper.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
We illustrate an overview of the proposed framework concisely in Fig. 1 . The proposed scheme consists of a series of processes including the band-pass filtering, estimating functional connectivity matrix, deriving FN and concatenating the derived FNs to form a single feature pattern. In this section, we first provide an introduction of the global FN based biometric system by summarizing the method proposed in [23] , then highlight the proposed local FNs based approach by extending and generalizing the conventional global FN based system.
A. GLOBAL FUNCTIONAL NETWORK BASED SYSTEM
The band-pass filter process was carried out as a preprocessing step in order to investigate the performance variation corresponding to the spectral band and to identify the most discriminative frequency band. All the resting EEG segments were band-pass filtered in the classical five different frequency sub-bands: δ (0.5-4 Hz), θ (4-8 Hz), α (8-13 Hz), β (13-30 Hz), and γ (30-50 Hz). The preprocessing was performed with the eegfilt function that does not incur phase distortion [29] . Here, we did not apply any noise removal techniques in the preprocessing step since the aim is to investigate the effects of the local FNs compared to the conventional global FN [23] and the denoising process is not significantly related to the purpose of this study. The denoising method such as independent component analysis may enhance the performance of the biometric systems if it is carried out. In this study, we mainly selected the reference [23] to compare the effects of the global FN and local FNs since it properly provided the systematic modules for the global FN based biometric system comprised of a series of procedures including preprocessing, functional connectivity, and centrality-based network.
The functional connectivity was estimated between the band-pass filtered EEG signals. The pair-wise functional connectivity was estimated by using phase lag index (PLI), reported as a robust approach to assess the functional interactions between brain regions by minimizing 'the common source problems' in EEG such as volume conduction and active reference electrodes [30] . Furthermore, the PLI has been found to perform better on EEG-based biometric systems by comparing different functional connectivity metric [31] . The PLI, which estimates pair-wise phase synchrony between two time-series signals, is expressed as:
65746 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. An overview of the proposed framework illustrating the procedures of resting state EEG-based biometric authentication system.
Step-by-step flows of a band-pass filter, multiple local functional connectivity matrices from disjoint sub-regions, extraction of functional networks and concatenation of the functional networks to form the final feature pattern.
where φ means the phase difference between two time series, and implies the average over the discrete time steps t k . The PLI capturing the intrinsic phase coupling reflects asymmetry of the distribution of the phase difference between two signals ranging from 0 to 1. By computing the PLI values for every possible pair of recordings from N c channels on the entire scalp, a N c -by-N c PLI-based functional connectivity matrix was derived. Since the PLI value between the pair of signals indicates the connection strength, the PLI-based connectivity matrix provides a weighted graph in which the electrodes are the nodes and the PLI value between the channels is interpreted as the edge. The FN was then extracted from the PLI-based functional connectivity matrix. As the FN measure, Eigenvector centrality which investigates the influence of a node on a network [32] , [33] was utilized. Eigenvector centrality specifically weights nodes based on their degree of connection within the network. It counts not only the number but also the quality of connections, hence, a node with few connections to some high-ranking nodes may outrank one with large connections to normal nodes. The Eigenvector centrality of all the nodes are derived by computing the normalized eigenvector corresponding to the principal eigenvalue of the functional connectivity matrix. As we computed Eigenvector centrality from the global functional connectivity matrix, the vector composed of N c elements was derived. The i th entry corresponds to the i th node, and it reveals its accessibility rank. The network analysis estimating Eigenvector centrality was computed by the Brain connectivity toolbox [34] . This final output was used as a feature pattern of each subject for the biometric system.
B. LOCAL FUNCTIONAL NETWORKS BASED SYSTEM
When we process the global FN related studies, often we more focus on the distant connectivity between spatially separated brain regions ignoring local functional interaction between spatially adjacent regions. As we assume the concatenation of multiple local FNs computed by regional signals has the potentials to be used as feature pattern for biometrics, we propose the following approach.
The most distinctive idea between the global FN based system and the proposed local FNs based system is the concept to divide total N c channels into several sub-regional groups. Here, we denote N g as the number of sub-regional groups, then there are N r c channels in each r th sub-region
r=1 N r c = N c ). Then, we can derive total N g PLI-based functional connectivity matrices. The size of each derived matrix is N r c -by-N r c . The arbitrarily separated regions and the derived local functional connectivity matrices are depicted in Fig. 1 .
Subsequently, we computed Eigenvector centrality as the FN measure with respect to the multiple functional connectivity matrices. The extracted Eigenvector centrality from the r th sub-region was formed by N r c elements. We consequently called this FN composed by measurements from the sub-region as the local FN.
After the computation of total N g local FNs, finally, we composed the single feature pattern by concatenating the derived N g eigenvectors. It is noteworthy that the various configurations for locally separating sub-groups can be designed, however, the ultimately derived single feature pattern consists of the same number of N c components after concatenating the multiple local FNs. The conventional global FN based approach can be interpreted as a case of N g = 1. We assumed the proposed feature pattern with consideration of the structural brain traits uniquely represents discriminative characteristics to identify individuals.
In general, there are two major approaches to combine multiple features. One is to concatenate multiple features as the one final feature vector, then to send the final vector to the one classifier. The other is to input the multiple features to the various classifiers and merge the outputs of the classifiers VOLUME 7, 2019 for the final decision. The former is called as a feature-level fusion, whereas the latter is called as a score-level fusion. The score-level fusion metric requires numerous classifiers according to the given number of features as well as the rule to decide the result after aggregating the multiple classification outputs. We, in this study, used the feature-level fusion concept for local FNs based system since we tried to directly compare the effects of local FNs compared to the global FN under the same classification rule. In other words, we tried to compare the global FN and the local FNs using the one classifier, the only difference was intended as the spatial characteristics to derive the both global and local FNs. The score-level fusion scheme may yield better results by combining and voting all the results of the multiple classifiers, can be handled as the further research issue.
III. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we describe experimental environments; a dataset and scenarios to evaluate the proposed scheme. This off-line analysis aims to evaluate the viability of the proposed approach in the biometric authentication.
A. DATASET
We constructed the off-line analysis environment, similarly in [23] , using publicly available ''Physionet EEG Motor Movement/Imagery Dataset (MMI)'' [35] recorded using the BCI2000 system [36] . The EEG data are acquired from 109 subjects at a 160 Hz sampling rate, and measured from 64 electrodes (N c = 64) located in accordance with the specification of the international 10-10 system. The dataset consists of two baseline runs in resting-state conditions and twelve runs conducting imagery or real movements. The data from two baseline runs are one-minute recording in eye-open (EO) and one-minute recording in eyes-closed (EC) mode. The twelve runs are two-minute recordings repeating four-second waiting before cue and four-second task (imagery or movement) after target appearance. Previous works have used this dataset for the resting state EEG-based biometric system design, especially, the two baseline measurements widely have been used [22] - [24] . As have been done in previous studies, we evaluated the proposed framework by using the EEG dataset in the EO and EC states, respectively.
Although the baseline signals in the EO and EC states provide the environment to confirm the potential feasibility, the validation within a limited scenario using the single run may possess continuous, consecutive and consistent EEG facets. Most practical and realistic biometric authentication systems, however, require an ability to operate in presences of discrete and discontinuous signal inputs. Moreover, since EEG signals have inherent non-stationary and non-linear characteristics due to various physiological and mental drifts, EEG measurements in various time-series should be investigated for the reliable biometric system.
In this line, we further concentrated, differently from [23] , on the four-second EEG segments in waiting (W) state before the instruction appearances in the twelve MMI task runs. To the best of our knowledge, the current study with the EEG signals in W states is the first attempt to analyze the biometric system. The off-line analysis using a bunch of discrete and discontinuous non-overlapping EEG segments in the W state provides high potentials to scrutinize the practicality and effectiveness.
In this study, we performed the off-line analysis in the three different resting conditions: EO, EC and W. Here, we defined the resting state as a phase of not being active. Specifically, we divided the resting states in two different states: non-task related state and task-involved state. We call the non-task related state as a mental state during a person is not involved in a certain task [37] which is commonly used in the analysis of the default mode network (DMN) [38] . The resting states in EO and EC conditions are categorized as the non-task related states. The W state before the cue onset, on the other hand, is closer to task-involved state than the non-task related state. However, since the subjects still do not conduct the certain tasks during W states, we additionally investigated the W state as the task-involved resting state. The EEG signals in non-task related states (EO and EC) from 109 subjects were separated into the fifteen non-overlapping segments of four-second length for the validation process. In the case of the task-involved W state EEG signals, we excluded the data of six subjects since there are damaged recordings or too little samples [39] . Accordingly, with respect to the selected 103 subjects, we validated the biometric systems by taking account of total 180 trials of each subject (fifteen EEG segments in W state extracted from each of the twelve runs).
B. CLASSES OF LOCAL FUNCTIONAL NETWORKS
We conducted the experiment with several approaches designed with comparative structures to confirm the feasibility of the proposed method. The aforementioned procedures in Section II are conducted to six different EEG mon-
The G configuration derives global FN as treating the N cby-N c connectivity matrix at once, especially, this structure is the suitable golden standard since this approach was reported in [23] . We designed the L FCO structure which consists of frontal, central and occipital regions as we adapted [11] , [22] . These references originally explored the performance under the limited number of electrodes for three different scalp areas, however, we adapted the configuration to use multiple local FNs (N g = 3) . The L Lobe configuration comprises five lobe regions; frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes. The lobes of the brain are generally divided into anatomical classification and different functions. It generates and concatenates five local FNs (N g = 5). The structure L FO divides frontal and occipital regions since we attempted to separate the visual cortex in the occipital region [27] . We designed the structure L LR which separates left and right hemispheres as we refer the association between the hemispheric lateralization and personal characteristics [28] . These L FO and L LR (N g = 4) . This approach is based on the local FNs from the four quadrants of the brain that structurally separated in horizontal (frontal and occipital areas) and vertical (left and right hemisphere) directions. We note that the all feature patterns concatenated by the derived FNs from the different configurations, consequently, were composed of N c elements.
C. SCENARIOS
In order to evaluate the proposed biometric system performances, it is necessary to demonstrate the proposed framework in both the verification and identification scenarios. The verification is defined as a process to match whether the genuine subject or impostor, and the identification is referred as a process to recognize the subject from multiple subjects' enrolled database.
1) VERIFICATION
With respect to the all subjects' resting EEG segments for the each frequency band, matching scores for every possible pair were computed. The
The performance evaluation was carried out, after we obtained the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, in terms of both equal error rate (EER) and area under ROC curve (AUROC). To examine the EER and AUROC values of the different approaches, we first calculated both false acceptance rate (FAR) which represents the error that occurs when the system accepts an impostor and false rejection rate (FRR) which refers the error that occurs when the system rejects a genuine match. We computed the EER which is the point where the FAR equals to the FRR value, in addition, formed the ROC curve by plotting FAR and FRR at different thresholds. Consequently, we obtained the EER and AUROC values based on the different approaches. Ultimately, the low EER and AUROC values represent the superb verification performance.
2) IDENTIFICATION
The subject identification can be addressed by a multi-class classification problem. In order to confirm feasibility of the subject recognition system, we performed cross-validation in the following way. We devised the different cross-validation environments for the non-task related states (EO and EC) and the task-involved W state, respectively, since there are different numbers of runs for each states.
For the EO and EC conditions, we divided the non-overlapped 15 EEG segments from 109 subjects into five subsets of three trials from 109 subjects each. Three subsets (60 %) were chosen randomly and used to the enrollment phase and the remaining two subsets (40 %) were used to recognize the individuals. This procedure was repeated 10 times ( 5 subsets C 2 subsets ) by choosing two test subsets among five subsets randomly, finally, 10 classification accuracies were estimated. For the W state EEG segments from 103 subjects, we allocated 9 runs (75%) out of 12 runs as the enrollment phase, then tested the remained 3 runs (25%) as the recognition phase. This procedure was repeated 220 times ( 12 runs C 3 runs ) during cross validation process, finally, 220 classification accuracies were estimated. The performance was evaluated by correct recognition rate (CRR), the ratio of the number of correct identification and the total number of test trials. We analysed and compared the mean and standard deviation of the 10 CRR for non-task related states, and 220 identification accuracies for task-involved state based on the six different FN metrics.
During enrollment phase, we trained the neural network classifier using the subjects' FN feature vectors. Since the architecture of the neural networks affects the classification results [40] , we considered the basic artificial neural network structure with a single hidden layer and the number of hidden nodes was decided by the √ N i N o , where N i and N o refer the number of input nodes and output nodes, respectively [41] . We set the 82 hidden nodes ( √ 64 × 103) for the W state, and 84 hidden nodes ( √ 64 × 109) for the EO and EC states. As we mentioned above, since the numbers of runs and subjects for EO, EC and W states are different, the exactly same cross-validation environment was difficult to be composed. However, we formulated not only enough portion of both training and testing dataset but also the sufficient number of iterations for each resting states. Due to the slightly different conditions, hence, the comparison of performances among three different resting states is not fair. Instead, we concentrated on the potential of the local FNs compared to global FN as the discriminative biometric features across the three resting states, and we only compared the performances between EO and EC states since the simulation environments for both EO and EC non-task related states are exactly same.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we describe the simulation results of both the verification and the identification. Since the proposed method is extended and generalized from the global FN based biometric system in [23] , we processed the validation based on the procedures depicted in [23] to objectively assess the performance.
A. VERIFICATION
We represent the verification performance in Table 1 , it describes the results with respect to both EER and AUROC according to the six different FN configurations for each frequency bands in the three different resting conditions. The best performances are highlighted in bold type for each spectral band and resting condition. Note that G corresponds to the global FN based method [23] , and the several schemes based on the proposed concept to concatenating local FNs achieved better performances than conventional global FN in the three different resting conditions. The biometric systems based on the L FCO and L Lobe showed rather low performances compared to the G configuration, in contrast, the system based on the L LR , L FO , and L Quad outperformed the conventional G scheme. Specifically, the proposed biometric system using the L Quad configuration showed the best performance in every frequency band of the three different resting conditions. The previously reported various EEG-based biometric systems proposed by different methods showed performance variations according to the frequency bands, properly operated in the certain frequency band [7] . All the biometric systems based on the current FN-based approaches, generally, achieved better performances when exploiting high frequency band of EEG. In this simulation, especially, we observed the best verification performance when the resting EEG signals of the γ band were provided. Our this exploration investigating the most discriminant spectral bands for frequency-specific features replicates in line with [23] , [25] , [26] .
The ROC curves based on the six methods applied to the γ band EEG in the three different resting conditions are depicted in Fig. 3 . It is noteworthy that the proposed method L Quad structure, specifically, achieved outstanding performance compared to the conventional G structure and other local FN pardigms using the L FCO , L Lobe , L FO and L LR configurations. Table 2 shows the performances which are closest to the target either to FAR =0.1 or FAR =0.05. We examined the FRR and genuine acceptance rate (GAR) values (GAR = 1-FRR) when the FAR value is set to the specific point, since the FAR is commonly considered as the most serious parameter in the biometric system. We observed that the proposed method L Quad is achieved the higher performances than the conventional method G, implying that the performance can be improved by considering structural characteristics of the brain. Table 3 reports the subject identification results in terms of mean and standard deviation of all the accuracies from the cross validation. It reveals the CRR results with respect to five different spectral ranges in three different resting states. The best performances were also denoted in bold letters for each spectral band and each resting condition. We observed that the identification results reveal similar behavior to the verification results. The system exploiting the L Quad structure outperforms other configurations. In addition, as the higher frequency bands were used, the better CRR performances were observed. When the γ band EEG signals were given, the identification systems regardless of the different configurations generally accomplished not only high mean accuracy values, but also low standard deviations indicating stable operations. In addition, the several proposed method using local FNs, i.e. L FO , L LR and L Quad , attained improved performances compared to the typical global FN configuration G. However, the system using L FCO and L Lobe configurations showed the low identification accuracies compared to the other approaches.
B. IDENTIFICATION
The personal identification accuracies corresponding each FN structure in γ band are illustrated in Fig. 4 . We note that the L Quad approach achieved the best accuracy compared to the other methods. Here, we also confirmed the feasibility of the proposed method concatenating local FNs in the identification scenario.
V. DISCUSSION A. RESTING CONDITION-WISE PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In this study, we comprehensively conducted the simulation with respect to the three conditions; EO, EC and W. Especially, it is noteworthy that the whole experimental validation was processed using the public data. Although we tried to compose the similar experimental environments with VOLUME 7, 2019 respect to the three resting conditions, we cannot interpret the condition-wise results between the non-task related state and the task-involved state because the number of runs and EEG segments for non-task involved states and task-related state were different to directly compare the results, moreover, the characteristics of the signals were different in that the data in EO and EC may possess the continuous facets whereas the data in W condition contains discrete and discontinuous traits. The EEG segments in W state even may possess tiredness, fatigue or mental drifts during the MMI tasks.
Only within non-task related states the comparison of performance based on the current approach was possible, the biometric performance of EO state showed higher verification and identification accuracies compared to that of EC state. As we mentioned earlier, the EEG signals in W states in this study possess the discontinuous and discrete nature and even may accompany the mental drifts occurred by tiredness, fatigue, or boredom during the MMI experiment. In addition, as the amount of the EEG dataset in the W state is twelve times larger than the amount of the data in the EO and EC states, the test and validation of the experiment using the sufficient number of trials was possible. The analysis of W state dataset for the biometric system, therefore, provided challenging environment to investigate and explore the feasibility of the biometric system as it similarly presented the practical and realistic environment.
As we comprehensively investigated the three resting states (EO, EC and W), we note that the simulation results using the different types of configurations showed similar behaviors across the different conditions although the each resting state has different traits.
B. INTERPRETATION OF LOCAL FN EFFECTS
Our findings from the evaluations reveal similar behaviors across the verification and identification scenarios in three different resting conditions. We surmise the effects of the concatenating local FNs as follows: The locally activated brain regions or partial noises may occur frequently and affect the non-stationary EEG patterns in parts. The conventional global FN may inevitably reflect those unexpected signal patterns while computing the pair-wise connectivity matrix based on the all given channels. The proposed method concatenating the quadrantal FNs, whereas, enables to utilize multiple local FNs derived by both stable sub-regions and noisy sub-areas. Thus, we guess that the combination of local FNs may provide robust approach to deal with partially abnormal EEG signals. We further assume that, although we achieved the enhanced performances by manually dividing the local brain regions in current work, there may exist the optimal channel configuration for composing local FNs that yields the best performance.
The biometric features require both high inter-individual variability and low intra-individual variability for the optimistic operation. The validity of the scientific rationale of the proposed method can be corroborated by the aspect of the variability. The high within and between-subject variability for the global functional connectivity hubs compared to that for local functional connectivity hubs is reported [42] . That is, the local functional connectivity features enabled the biometric system to keep the low within-subject variability for the reliable intra-individual stability. Furthermore, we overcame the low between-subject variability of the local FN by concatenating the multiple local FNs. In other words, we heuristically explored, investigated and analyzed the proper configuration of local FNs maintaining the low within-subject variability and enhancing the high between-subject variability. The configurations L FCO and L Lobe were inappropriate structures, on the other hand, the configurations L LR , L FO and L Quad were suitable to improve the intra-individual variability under the current methodological approach. We, specifically, observed the best performance of the L Quad configuration. The Eigenvector centrality measure assigns high scores and weights to the nodes linked to by other important nodes. Therefore, we guess and expect that the L Quad configuration which is designed to divide the subregions across the major lobes would produce and represent the various network features for the different subjects with high inter-individual variability.
In order to visualize the effects of the proposed approach, we applied T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [43] to illustrate the feature distributions. t-SNE is a technique for dimensionality reduction that is particularly well suited for the visualization of high-dimensional datasets. As we applied t-SNE, specifically, it models each high-dimensional FN feature pattern by a two-dimensional point in such a way that similar features are modeled by nearby points and dissimilar features are modeled by distant points with high probability. Fig. 5 represents the all subjects' FN feature distributions of the six configurations in three different resting conditions. Each subject's trials are expressed as points, and the points are colored according to the subject. The scatter plots of L FCO and L Lobe shows high overlaps between different clusters, whereas, other configurations divide each FN cluster with less overlapping. In particular, L Quad scheme represents most clear distinction between FN clusters leading the outstanding verification and identification performances.
C. POTENTIAL OF COMPLEMENTARY APPROACH: AUGMENTED FN
An interesting approach for future research is to link the conventional global FN to the proposed local FNs based methods. In other words, the augmented FNs which concatenates global FN and local FNs has high potential to be superior than other methods by complementing the two approaches. Fig. 6 illustrates the augmented FN framework for the EEG-based biometric system. We designed the augmented FN shaping of a 128-dimensional vector by concatenating the two feature patterns; global FN from G and local FNs from L Quad configuration.
Notably, this system achieved the best performances compared to other uni-FN approaches from the verification and Step-by-step flows of a band-pass filter, estimation of global functional connectivity (FC) matrix and multiple local functional connectivity matrices from disjoint sub-regions, extraction of functional networks (FN) and concatenation of the functional networks to form the final feature pattern.
the identification scenarios in the three different conditions. The experiments using the augmented FNs were performed in the identical environments and scenarios as previously described. Only the number of hidden nodes of the neural network classifier for the identification scenario were exceptionally different as we set the 119 hidden nodes ( √ 128 × 109) for the EO and EC states, and 115 hidden nodes ( √ 128 × 103) for the W state. The verification results in terms of both EER and AUROC are indicated in Table 4 , the augmented FNs outperformed the approaches independently applying global FN or local FNs across the different resting states shown in Table 1 . The biometric system based on the γ band augmented FNs especially showed GAR = 0.9434 (@FAR = 0.1016) in EO state, GAR = 0.9073 (@FAR = 0.1024) in EC state, and GAR = 0.7845 (@FAR = 0.1013) in W state. In addition, the Table 5 indicates that the augmented FNs improved the identification performances in three different resting conditions compared to the previously described experiments in Table 3 .
In order to investigate the effect of the augmented FN, we also applied t-SNE technique to visualize the augmented FN patterns according to the subjects. Fig. 7 represents the visualization of the scatter plots after applying the t-SNE to the augmented FN approach in three different resting states. Each point represents the subject's trial, and the different colors are utilized to visualize the corresponding subjects. We observed the potentials of the fused FNs since the global FN and local FNs are complementary; the global FN can be vulnerable due to locally abnormal EEG signals whereas the local FNs may loose information as we implicitly assumed that there are no interactions between other separated brain regions. We, thus, suggest that the fusion of FN techniques considering various brain structures and spatial configurations as the approach to be studied in the following EEG-based biometric system researches.
D. FUTURE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY
While we investigated the potentials of local FNs considering brain structures, though, unexplored and unresolved issues still remain. In current study, we only focused on the five configurations deriving the local FNs to design and split the brain regions referring to the interdisciplinary neuro-scientific reports for the comprehensible interpretation, however, procedures to solve questions such as the optimal splits of brain regions, the corresponding optimal number of local FNs, and optimal channel selection would lead to the enhanced EEG-based biometric system by analyzing the diverse spatial information. The proper interpretation, surely, to supplement the validity of the scientific rationale should be investigated.
For the realistic and practical biometric application, it also requires further investigation. Although we thoroughly analysed the three different resting states using public dataset, the current EEG dataset consists of the recordings in one day. The study using the experimental dataset recorded in multiple days and splitting the training and test data, which does not share the data from the same recording days, would provide the practical scenario [11] , [16] . In addition, for the realistic usage, the experiment using EEG headset possessing dry-type electrodes would increase the practical feasibility. Finally, although here we only shortly described the potential of the augmented FN method combining two FNs derived from different spatial coverages, the combination of different functional connectivity measures would provide robustness for the biometric system.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the resting EEG-based biometric authentication system exploiting the local FNs. Specifically, we proposed the methods concatenating quadrantal FNs and analysed its potentiality. We investigated the effectiveness of the FNs derived from sub-brain regions considering anatomical brain structures for the proposed biometric system. We emphasized the viability of the proposed methods by demonstrating the off-line analysis using the public dataset in the three different resting conditions. In particular, the waiting state EEG measurements provide discontinuous and discrete EEG segments, to our knowledge, the designed scenario in this work is first attempt to utilize the relatively large number of waiting EEG signals for the biometric analysis. Therefore, we thoroughly tested the performance of the proposed method in the verification and the identification scenario with dataset of non-task related conditions and task-involved state. The current study have contribution in that the proposed local FNs-based method generalized and extended the conventional global FN-based system in the spatial aspect. In particular, the augmented FN combining both global FN and local FNs showed the enhanced performances and directed one of the future research issues as it exploited and complemented diverse spatial characteristics of FNs.
